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RECENT CHANGES
In recent years, the discussions about blockchain and its
ground-breaking applications have dramatically shifted
from small, geeky circles of tech enthusiasts to the
mainstream. As blockchain finds practical usefulness in
various industries such as finance, health, entertainment,
education and, of course, real estate, it is now becoming
quite clear that anyone who fails to jump on the bandwagon
to play the “blockchain game” will lose out in the near
future. This isn’t just an overstatement to scare anyone; at
least, the facts stated below demonstrate that blockchain
has come to stay and will be big soon.
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BLOCKCHAIN IN REAL ESTATE
Real estate is one of the industries that has already adopted
blockchain technology. There is concrete evidence that
some leading real estate companies are transforming the
ways they do business by embracing blockchain. Take for
instance, in 2021, a Miami expensive penthouse was sold
for $28 million entirely paid for in cryptocurrency—the
digital currency built on blockchain. This transaction may
have been encouraged by the Mayor of Miami’s proposal
for people in the city to pay for property taxes or city fees in
cryptocurrency. There are other examples to demonstrate
that blockchain is finding its way into the real estate industry
worldwide. In 2017, a home in Austin, Texas was bought with
bitcoin while two luxury houses were purchased in Portugal
for 4 million euros and fully paid for in cryptocurrency.
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10 STRATEGIC WAYS BLOCKCHAIN IS REVOLUTIONIZING
REAL ESTATE

The transition to a trust-less, anti-corruptible and anticensorship system is not only necessary, it’s inevitable, and
the changes will be catastrophic. Take these sectors for
example:
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SMART CONTRACTS
These are contracts built on the blockchain which make
it possible for one party to lay claim to property as soon
as the conditions of the smart contracts are satisfied. To
achieve this, real estate properties are first of all tokenized
(estimated in token values). So, when a buyer wants to
purchase a house or an apartment, the entire “smart”
contract can be initiated and completed through a digital
exchange. Once the buyer satisfies the set conditions
for the contract and pays in the required amount of
cryptocurrency, the buyer then immediately owns
the property. Smart real estate contracts are fast and
effortless.
DECENTRALIZATION
Traditionally, real estate properties are traded through
a decentralized procedure—which means that both the
seller and buyer do not necessarily need to pass through a
clearinghouse before finalizing their transaction. However,
they still need to pass through a network of real estate
agents and facilitators. What blockchain will do is remove
those go-betweens and streamline the process of selling
or acquiring a real estate property.
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REDUCTION IN COSTS
Blockchain will drastically increase transparency in the
real estate industry and reduce the overhead costs arising
from the involvement of many intermediaries (agents,
facilitators, or middlemen) in the process. The hours wasted
in conducting many meetings, home visits, discussions,
and contract signing before a home is purchased can
be eliminated. More so, the fees charged by real estate
agents and lawyers will no longer be necessary since the
entire buying-and-selling process can be completed
without intermediaries on the blockchain.

Instead of owning a building to oneself, blockchain allows
fractional ownership whereby several people can own
fractions of a real estate property at the same time. Take,
for instance, a group of friends who can draw up a smart
real estate contract that makes it possible for each of
them to purchase a fraction of the property. This kind of
rare alliance is feasible due to the fractionalized nature of
digital currencies (cryptocurrencies). While a US dollar has
just only 100 cents, a bitcoin has 0.00000001 Satoshi (one
hundred millionth of a bitcoin). In practice, about 50-100
people can own a house together without having to brawl
or fight one another about how to manage the property;
every transaction is carried out in the blockchain. So,
if some of the owners feel like selling their share of the
real estate property, they can do so at any time without
necessarily calling a meeting of 50-100 other co-owners.
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FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
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LIQUIDITY
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In a fully decentralized real estate industry, people can buy
and sell tokenized real estate properties at the speed of
light. This entails that there will be concurrent processing
of payments and exchange of real estate ownership round
the clock. This unusual volume of transactions is capable
of creating genuine liquidity in the real estate industry.
Imagine the transactional frenzy that may occur when
property buyers in Australia are able to snap up some
luxury chalets in Scotland and sell them a few minutes
later to make some tangible profits. On the contrary, the
traditional real estate marketplace is slow, languid, and
unsupportive of the quick transfer of homeownership.
There are some bottlenecks existing in the current housing
system that prevents that from happening.

ABSENCE OF INTERMEDIARIES
As briefly hinted above, it is believed that the widespread
application of blockchain technology in real estate will
summarily eliminate intermediaries that include but
are not limited to lawyers, agents, appraisers, brokers,
salespersons, and so on. Buyers of homes will not
necessarily need a real estate agent to help them source
and buy their choice properties. Every property that is
meant to be sold will be hosted on the blockchain. All
a prospective buyer needs to do is to check out the
conditions stipulated in the smart contract. If he/she
is able to meet those requirements, he/she can just go
ahead and initiate the transaction. The truth is that the
absence of intermediaries will surely liberalize the industry
and facilitate the process of buying a home.
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EXPANSIVE MARKETPLACES
At the moment, properties that are domiciled in the United
States are not advertised overseas because of some
hindrances that may threaten the transfer of cross-border
homeownership. With blockchain, real estate properties
in one corner of the world can be sourced and purchased
by a buyer from another part of the globe. Hence, this
will establish expansive real estate marketplaces that are
not limited to any culture, area, or geographical location.
It is hoped that one-day homes will be advertised
like commodities on eCommerce stores and anyone
interested in owning them can make initial enquiries,
review their smart contracts and their conditions and then
make an outright purchase of their desired real estate
properties.
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AUTOMATED TRANSACTIONS
We can see decentralization is making tracks, but it’s
applications and benefits to specific industries are still As
it is today, fully automated transactions are not possible
in real estate. In other words, a buyer can’t just transfer
money electronically to a seller of a property he/she
desires to purchase without first visiting the property to
inspect it, signing some paper contracts, and seeking
out pieces of advice from intermediaries before making
the final decision about the purchase. With blockchain,
a prospective home buyer can just browse some digital
images of the proposed property on the blockchain,
review the criteria of the smart contract, and then initiate an
electronic transaction without having to meet the property
owner in person and hold endless meetings before the
purchase is finalized. To a certain degree, blockchain will
remove the prejudicial treatments some new home buyers
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are subjected to when they visit some neighbourhoods to
look for properties to buy.
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PRIVACY
One major feature of blockchain is that it protects the
privacy of both parties that are involved in buying and selling
a real estate property. In essence, blockchain technologies
utilize asymmetric cryptography that guarantees secure
transactions between users. Therefore, each user of the
blockchain is provided with a public and private key, which
are random cryptographic numbers that can be used in
accessing the applicable blockchain. Hence, if a user
doesn’t have these public and private keys, they will be
unable to access the smart contract and be part of the real
estate transaction. It is even difficult for your favourite real
estate agent to know what exactly transpired between
you and a home seller if the agent doesn’t have the keys.
EASE OF INTERNATIONAL OWNERSHIP TRANSFER
Today, a buyer in Italy can order some products from an
Amazon store based in Canada and have them delivered
to his/her doorstep in Italy. Similarly, blockchain will bring
about a sudden transformation in the real estate industry
that which a person located in South Africa can initiate a
smart contract to purchase a home in Greenland. Since
all intermediaries and regulatory hassles have been
removed, this will facilitate the process of international
homeownership transfer. You can become a homeowner a
few minutes after discovering the listing on the blockchain.
That is currently not doable the way our current real estate
business is designed.
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CONCLUSION
Are you ready for these strategic transformations within the
industry? As an entrepreneur, business owner, or someone
deeply interested in real estate, the time to get prepared
for the next big thing in the industry is now. You don’t want
to be left behind while the rest of the world adapts to this
new technology.
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